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MONOCHROME CHIC 2017

EYE-CATCHING FASHION
Are you ready to 'catch the eye' in a monochrome chic fashion world?
This issue is about choosing a single color as a simple and effective way to
put an outfit together… one, two, three! This makes dressing stress-free,
every day. Accessorize (which can be a contrasting color) with a colorful
belt, scarf, necklace, bracelet and even the bag you will carry.

Your friends at Braza…

EDITOR’S SPOTLIGHT
BRAZA

DEEP PLUNGE BRA

Notes from
the Editor

3510

L

ook like a celebrity!
Sashay down the
red carpet with a sexy
deep plunge.

OFF THE SHOULDER TOPS &
DRESSES STILL TRENDING FOR
THIS SUMMER

A strapless, backless,
deep plunge, adhesive
bra that provides great
support and shaping.

sporty
blouse in
blue stripes

Large, reusable silicone
adhesive wings for
secure and dependable
support. Silicone adhesive around inside top of cups
for added comfort and security.
Non-slip silicone "stay-put" strip on the bottom
band helps prevent the bra from shifting.

vintage style
in black & white
polka dots

swing style
in a solid
light pink
color

EDITOR’S PICK
BRAZA

CLEAVAGE PAL™
3508

D

raw their attention with a hot eyecatching outfit, made extra special
with Cleavage Pal – creating great
cleavage, lift and fullness. Adjust the
cleavage by simply tightening the laces.
Silicone adhesive enables you to reuse 50
times or more.

SWIM ESSENTIALS
MALIBU LACE TUBE
48016

Dress sporty!

C

ombines three delicate
laces and a cotton liner for
comfort and moderate support.
Wear as a bathing suit top or as a
top with skirt, shorts or pants.

BRAZA

SHEERLY FABULOUS ™
5004

Dress elegantly!

S

tretchy lace cover-up slips easily over bra to make
fashion easy, slide down to cover the tummy area or as
an ‘accent' (as shown). Let it peek out over jeans or a skirt.

• A flawless fit.
• Easy on – easy off.
• Incredibly silky feel.

• Accessorizes her wardrobe.
• Sexy lace where she wants it.

BEST SELLERS
BRAZA

WILD CARD BANDEAU
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STRAP MAGIC KIT
1171

  







 

  



 

T

he perfect summer accessory! Use it as a
top – as a bra – as a bathing suit separate.
Your customers will love it and the built-in
loops allow adding our many fun straps.

Strap Magic Kits – in 7 bold designs &
colors!

P

erfect for a weekend getaway. Choose
your favorite strap. Attach a different
strap to the bandeau or bra every day.
Mix 'n match strap colors and designs to
any convertible bra for a new look each day.

CETTE

CARACAS
PANTYHOSE
86712

T

hin panty hose with polka
dots on tulle, cotton gusset
and all-through, flat seams.

CETTE

MONACO
PANTYHOSE
83510

S

heer traditional tights, cotton
gusset, reinforced panties
and toes. These mousse crepe
tights have a high elastic pantie
without back gusset.

BRAZA

COLOR ME COOL®
2312

O

ne of a kind hair extensions with
plastic pins on the ends. It's original,
unique and patented!
They can be woven temporarily into hair
in single or multiple colors. Create a
different look every day.
Available in nine fashionable shades from
light grey to hot pink, as well as black and
brown.

BRAZA

SECRET STASH™
8090

ecret Stash is the smart, safe
and secure way to carry cash,
credit cards and valuables.

S

Conveniently tucks away in secret
spots only your customer will know.

Available in 3 colors –
beige, purple & red.

es
luabl
a
v
r
you
bike
Keep hile you he
w
t
close around
g
o
or j park.

DAVINA’S FASHION NOTES
Frayed Jeans
Frayed jeans are a big hit this summer.
Transform your jeans with undone hem, ripped,
uneven or with cool frilled or frayed hems.

FLARE JEANS

FRILL HEMS

SHORT JEANS

413-243-4690

www.braza-bra.com

800-251-3031

